
 

Dear valued customers, 
 
We are proud to announce our company wide River Rental Tools, Inc. rebranding 
effort. Since 1985 we have been diligently streamlining our systems and 
optimizing our equipment / personnel to best serve, you, our valued customers. 
We are happy to represent this perpetual dedication to maximizing your 
production with our new graphic identity.
 
Our proprietary three-pronged formula for maximizing production is reflected in 
our new logo. The base of our new logo starts with a three-pronged trident, the 
tool of Titans used to harness the power of the sea. This mighty trident dovetails 
into an upwardly mobile, orange arrow of productivity indicating increased speed 
and production. These two symbolic elements combine to form a value laden  
oil drop. 
 
When partnering with RRT your value capture will continue to rise due to our time-
tested, three-pronged attack at maximizing your production. 

You will gain an edge with our high performance equipment and services, held to 
the most rigorous: (1) Quality Control Standards. 

Individualized attention and steadfast commitment to solving your unique 
problems stem from our (2) Owner Driven Dedication. 

Capturing and retaining more value will become your new normal thanks to our 
(3) constant R&D into Innovative Oilfield Solutions (i.e.: C-FAST “Centrifugal 
Filtration And Separation Technology”).

The three facets of this formula allow us to continually leverage our clients into 
bona fide Titans of Industry. 

Along with our new graphic identity we will be rolling out a robust new website. 
Our website will showcase our commitment to streamlining our business with all 
new, completely digital, iron and pump testing services and records, ISO 9001 
compliance, interactive pump data sheets and product / equipment catalogs. We 
appreciate your patience while we work diligently to optimize every touch-point of 
your customer experience with River Rental Tools, Inc.
 
In short, we will be continuing to deliver a superior value product and service that 
satisfy your expectations and maximize your production time after time, job after 
job. 

Best regards,

Joe Paul Amedee
Andre Amedee


